COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE -SEPTEMBER 6, 2005
WESTON DOWNS TRAFFIC INFILTRATION-VILLAGE GREEN AND VELMAR DRIVE
Recommendation
Councillor Bernie Di Vona recommends:
1. That the City of Vaughan Engineering Department be requested to conduct a review of traffic
control options such as stop signs, median or speed humps on Village Green in the vicinity of
Velmar Drive.
2. That the report be brought back to a future Committee Of The Whole no later than
October 31, 2005.

Economic Impact
This report recommends a change from the priorities previously set by Council and the necessary
resources have not been allocated.

Purpose
That the City of Vaughan Engineering Department conduct a review of traffic control and provide
the residents of Village Green and in the vicinity of Velmar Drive with their comprehensive study
and statistics. Numerous residents have contacted my office expressing their concerns with the
rate of speed being traveled in this residential area; they also expressed their anxiety and worry
for the safety of their children and themselves. They are hoping that the traffic control study will
offer them a traffic control measure to help address this serious matter and help reduce the
amount of car accidents and hopefully address disobedient travellers.

Background - Analysis and Options
Residents of Village Green in 2004 submitted a petition for a specific review of Village Green.
Recently, residents of Village Green at Velmar Drive have reviewed the May 9, 2005 Weston
Downs Community Traffic Infiltration Study, and wish to reflect upon one finding.
The study concludes that during the peak hours, the single largest number of entering traffic is
located at Weston/Astona, (i.e. 9% in the PM and 10% AM).
Residents have seen numerous vehicles approach the stop sign at Village Green and Velmar
Drive and not stop or turn sharply into incoming vehicles.
Residents then have expressed that they immediately speed onto Village Green while travelling
westerly during PM rush hours.
Recommendations include: an island or median at Village Green and Velmar Drive with road
narrowing, raised intersection, or three way stop signs.
Other recommendations include a three way stop sign on Village Green west of Velmar Drive.

Relationship to Vaughan Vision 2007
3.3.1 Implement effective traffic calming measures.
Conclusion
Residents of Village Green hope that the necessary measures are taken so that the travelers in
this vicinity start to pay more attention to the rate of speed they are traveling and obey the rate of
speed designated for this area. The residents feel that it is time once again to conduct the traffic
control study and would like the engineering staff and member of council to consider their
recommendations so that their children and families remain safe and are able to enjoy their
streets.
Attachments
Item 13, Report No. 29 –Committee of the Whole-Weston Downs Traffic Infiltration Study
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